Introduction
============

In the last 10 years, coordinated focus on the treatment and biology of IBC has yielded significant progress. Presentations at the first International IBC Conference included important work by those who have been pursuing this disease for decades [@B1]-[@B18], and also identified a long list of unmet needs. Genomic studies had been performed but in many cases on small data sets without opportunity for validation. Important signaling had been identified but clear druggable targets were still lacking. Tissue for more exhaustive studies with state of the art technology was needed, and models facilitating pre-clinical studies were limited. Funds from the State of Texas Rare and Aggressive Breast Cancer Grant provided infrastructure in Texas to build a large sustainable research program and this in part provided the impetus to coordinate national and international collaborations, combine patient data, develop new models, and bring new investigators into the field. While research programs at the University of Michigan, NYU, and the University of Delaware have a long-standing dedication to IBC, new programs were developed at the Dana Farber Cancer Institute, the University of Texas, and Duke University, and long-committed international investigators have expanded genomic and clinical contributions through transatlantic patient data sharing to richly enhance this network. At the MD Anderson Cancer Center Morgan Welch IBC 10^th^ Anniversary Conference, update from these experts was presented, in many cases contributing to the progress of developing clinical trials for IBC patients. The state of the science is summarized herein.

Summary
=======

Big Data
--------

Dr. Cristofanilli presented a sweeping overview of the work his program has done, including Foundation One sequencing of 53 IBC tumors demonstrating 266 genome alterations (GA) with an average of 5.0 GA/tumor (range 1-15). At least one alteration associated with an FDA-approved therapy or clinical trial was identified in 51/53 (96%) of cases with an average of 2.6 CRGA/case. The most frequently altered genes were *TP53* (62%), *MYC* (32%), *PIK3CA* (28%), *ERBB2* (26%), *FGFR1* (17%), *BRCA2* (15%), and *PTEN* (15%) [@B9]. He reviewed as well correlative studies demonstrating viral load in IBC patients as well as bacterial correlations although these have yet to be validated with evidence for causality [@B19]. Indeed, at the conference Dr. Pusztai presented the first whole genome sequencing (WGS) results of 20 IBC cases compared to a matched cohort of non-IBC on behalf of a team of investigators from Yale and MDACC. The results showed that there is no single genomic abnormality that is shared by all IBC and could therefore define the disease in genomic terms [@B20]. The overall mutation load, the number of somatic single nucleotide variants (SNV), and distribution of mutational signatures were similar between IBC and non-IBC. Most somatic mutations were in the non-coding region of the genome. There were only a few recurring mutations and the frequency of top 20 recurrent mutations were not different between IBC and non-IBC. *TP53* was the top most frequently mutated gene. Considering significantly differently mutated high functional impact SNVs between IBC and non-IBC the team has identified variants in the non-coding regulatory regions of the Microtubule-Associated Serine/Threonine Kinase 2 (*MAST2*) gene as one of the few mutations significantly more prevalent in IBC (4 vs 0 cases, P = 0.039). At the DNA copy number (CNV) level, there was significantly more CNV losses of chromosomes 7 and 16 and gains of chromosomes 11 and 17 in IBC compared to non-IBC, but these anomalies still affected only a minority of IBC cases. Overall these results show high level of genomic complexity in IBC with each cancer having a unique combination of genomic alterations without any unique abnormality that would genomically define IBC. Interestingly, when germline variants were examined, the overall level of germline disturbance was higher in IBC compared to non-IBC, suggesting that host factors may contribute to the disease biology. The investigators also examined DNA sequences that did not match to the human genome to search for bacteria or viruses that may be pathognomonic for IBC. Instead they found a red herring, more propionic bacterium acne related to contamination with skin cells in samples.

Considering genetics of innate immunity differences, comparing distribution of alleles of HLA-A,-B, -C and -DRB1 loci suggested some differences in innate immunity. Specifically, reviewing 68 IBC patients of European ancestry and 776 ethnically-matched healthy unrelated volunteers, the alleles B\*0801, Cw\*0701 and DRB1\*0301 were found to have significantly lower frequencies, and the alleles Cw\*0602 and DRB1\*1301 had higher frequencies among IBC patients. Along these lines, examining white cell phenotypes in blood, Mego *et al.* found metastatic IBC patients have significant reductions in adaptive immunity [@B21], [@B22].

Dr. Van Laere presented provocative genomic evidence for the role of the microenvironment in IBC. Using mRNA-based immune profiling he described no overt difference in total TIL counts in IBC *versus* non-IBC, but major differences in specific white cell populations including B-cells, T-cells, Tregs, and M2 macrophages. He then reviewed immunostaining for CD163, Foxp3, CD8, and CD79a in tissue assessed both by pathologists as well as using image quantitation to distinguish the tumor stroma boundary and provide a read out of stromal TIL. He reported that stromal TIL proportions were similar in IBC and non-BC and in contrast to non-IBC there was no subtype specific TIL variation in IBC. Confirming mRNA data, PDL1 expression on immune cells was increased in IBC independently of molecular subtype. IBC was more characterized by an adaptive immune response although all TME subtypes were observed. TILS in IBC represented CD70a- and FOXP3-positive cells and immune cell PDL1 was related to CD8 positivity. Using the IBC-like signature to review the mutational load of TCGA data, signature 13 appeared increased in IBC-like cases. Of course this group includes non-IBC as well and it was noted that the WGS of 20 cases of IBC revealed no statistically significant mutation signature differences. Lastly, three immune response phenotypes defined based on TIL and PDL1 expression were identified in IBC cases: mixed polarization, type 2 polarization, and ignorant. In interesting related data, Dr. Devi profiled laser micro-dissected epithelium and stroma from 35 IBC patients for immune mRNA based profiles and reports no significant differences between African-American and Caucasian IBC patients.

Genomic studies of pathological complete response (pCR) after primary chemotherapy in IBC are rare. Dr. Bertucci presented consortium data including 137 IBC and 252 non-IBC, in which a gene expression signature (GES) associated with pCR was identified in IBC, mainly based on immunity genes. Interestingly, this signature also worked in non-IBC, and reciprocally, published GES signatures that predict pCR in non-IBC also worked in IBC [@B23]. He additionally reported that *PDL1* mRNA expression is higher in IBC than in non-IBC and associated with pCR in IBC [@B7]. Interestingly, Dr. Berditchevski presented novel work on a smaller series of IBC patients suggesting the IBC over-expresses CD151, a tetraspanin that is associated with aggressive breast cancer features and regulates functions of integrins and matrix metalloproteases (MMPs). It was associated with worse outcome when present, and correlated to more extensive infiltrate of CD68 positive cells (P = 0.005). CD151 depletion didn\'t affect the growth of IBC cells but regulated the chemoattractant potential of IBC cells via mechanisms involving exosomes.

Microenvironment and novel models
---------------------------------

Dr. Woodward presented four pieces of evidence suggesting the breast tissues themselves may be complicit in the phenotype of IBC. Examination of breast tissue remote from the tumor in IBC has more CD68+ cells and more CD44CD49CD133+ stem cells than breast tissue from non-IBC tumors. This was predicted by epidemiology observations of excess obesity and early pregnancy in IBC reviewed by Dr. El-Zein from the \> 400 patients in the IBC registry. Dr. Woodward showed that adding mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) to SUM149 animal models and PDX models increases the incidence of skin invasion similar to IBC patient symptoms in an IL6, macrophage-dependent manner [@B24], [@B25]. In an early promotion model of SUM149 cells injected into intact mammary glands with or without gland priming by macrophages and MSCs, priming promotes the diffuse clustered pathologic pattern described early in the meeting by IBC pathologist Dr. Krishnamurthy. Lastly, co-culture of polarized macrophages and MSC promoted the intrinsic radiation resistance of IBC tumor cells *in vitro*. Concordant data described above from Dr. Van Laere highlight the prevalence of M2 macrophages in IBC *versus* non-IBC based on mRNA profiling and IHC. Dr. Merajver has also recently published the role of macrophage conditioned media in promoting migration of IBC cells. Dr. Berditchevski later showed that CD68-positive cells in IBC and CD3+ TIL were associated with worse survival. In total, a compelling argument was made for a role for the microenvironment in the clinical presentation of IBC, and consideration was given to the possibility that modifiable epidemiology factors may prime the breast prior to the development of a sufficiently aggressive genetic mutation that initiated breast cancer in a breast that promotes migration over proliferation and mass development. Dr. Devi demonstrated an elegant window-based model of lymphatic assessment in live animals (Arora *et al. in press*). Dr. Debeb reported that IBC cell lines generate brain metastases under tail vein injection, a simple technique that incorporates the biology of traversing the lung prior to brain colonization. Colonization was blocked by mIR-141 knock-down in IBC cells [@B26]. MDA-231 cells that do not express mIR-141 were promoted to colonize the brain with miR-141 overexpression. In all cases strong epithelial phenotype was demonstrated in brain metastases [@B26].

Survival signaling in IBC
-------------------------

Potentially bridging the gap between host factors and intrinsic tumor issues, Dr. Van Golen described the role of lipid rafts in IBC tumor cells. Caveolin, a protein expressed in lipid rafts is associated with RhoC, a known IBC signaling factor in IBC tissues. Further, Caveolin is expressed in IBC cell lines and knockdown reduces RhoC and invasion of IBC cells without affecting RhoC regulatory functions like GDI, GAP, and hydrolysis [@B27]. Akt is also inhibited [@B27].

Dr. Merajver made complex work simple demonstrating that IBC cells unexpectedly enter the TCA cycle in reverse and make citrate Acetyl-CoA from glutamine. They have low basal oxidative capacity, and make use of glutamine in a RhoC not HIF1a-dependent mechanism.[@B28] Looking for stores from which acetate may be derived, an unbiased screen pulled out N-acetyl aspartate (NAA). Further, glycogen may be an important store in hypoxic conditions. These stores may help IBC cells become highly plastic under a broad range of conditions in different tissues.

Dr. Overmoyer showed Dana-Farber Cancer Institute data from Dr. Polyak\'s lab demonstrating efficacy of JAK1/2 inhibition with Ruxolitinib. Significant efficacy was demonstrated in two IBC breast cancer cell lines SUM149 and SUM190 in cell culture and in xenografts in combination with paclitaxel. This has formed the basis of a soon to enroll Translational Breast Cancer Research Consortium sponsored neoadjuvant trial including Ruxolitinib discussed below. She also presented the pre-clinical rational for targeting angiogenesis in IBC. There is clear evidence of increased angiogenesis in tumors, and pre-clinical work suggests that targets in this space are viable, however the addition of anti-angiogenic agents to neoadjuvant chemotherapy were discouraging [@B29].

Dr. Robert Schneider suggested a follow up trial combining mTOR and JAK inhibition may be even more efficacious based on pre-clinical studies. In IBC tissues, very strong activation of mTORC1 & JAK/STAT pathways, IL6, and TAMs specifically in tumors compared to stroma suggest a therapeutic window for targeting this pathway in IBC.[@B30] 95% of IBC tumors showed strong dual activation of mTORC1 (pS6) and JAK2 (pJAK2) in tumor and not stroma highlighting a potential role for dual targeted strategies. Supporting this, in SUM149 xenografts optimal tumor growth delay was observed using dual inhibitors, WP1066 and INK128, targeting JAK2/STAT3 and mTOR, respectively. Further, data were presented demonstrating that the genotoxic DNA damage response includes a coordinated transcriptional and translational response involving mTORC1/2 together but not mTORC1 alone. mTORC1 inhibition in cancer cells down regulates very few mRNAs and their translation, while dual inhibition selectively block many important survival pathways (Silvera *et al.* MCB *in press*). Interestingly, many of the critical transcripts in cancer cell survival have such significant tertiary structure that only minimal blockade of translation is required to selectively inhibit them. Thus one would expect the dual blockade of mTORC1/2 to inhibit recovery after genotoxic stress like radiation, and indeed in SUM149 xenografts almost complete inhibition of tumor regrowth was seen with radiation (6Gy x 3) and INK128 compared to controls of RT alone, drug alone, Rad001 alone or Rad001+radiation. The effect is also seen in an ovarian cancer model in combination with platinum.[@B31] Explicitly comparing the genome wide mRNA translation in this model clearly illustrates the hypothesis that mild inhibition of translation selectively targets critical apoptosis transcripts including survivin, MCL1, BIRC3 and BIRC5.

Dr. Devi reported on the role of a key regulator of programmed cell death, X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein (XIAP), specifically in suppressing immune mediated anti-tumor cell kill. CTLs and NK cells release Caspase-8 and Granzyme B leading to apoptosis in a process regulated by XIAP, a potent caspase inhibitor. They have identified how high expression of XIAP suppresses granzyme activity, reactive oxygen accumulation, and activates NFkB target genes in suppression of antibody-mediated cytotoxicity- (Evans, 2016 Cell Death & Disease).[@B32] In clonal isolates from SUM149 and SUM190 cells that exhibit resistance to cetuximab- or transtuzumab-mediated ADCC (rSUM149) and in SUM190 cells resistant to XIAP expression was increased and Caspase 3/7 activity was decreased. Silencing XIAP and expression of mutant XIAP that cannot bind caspases demonstrated direct inhibition of the caspase activity and failed immune-mediated lysis. Dr. Devi also demonstrated XIAP suppresses granzyme mediated cell lysis in a caspase independent manner [@B32]. Importantly, XIAP depletion in SUM149 and SUM190 overcame resistance to immune-mediated apoptosis, demonstrated reduction in transcripts related to inflammation and tumor promotion (Devi, 2016 AACR Abstract: <http://cebp.aacrjournals.org/content/26/2_Supplement/B44>). Their earlier studies have shown a unique translational mechanism that allows for XIAP overexpression during cellular stress [@B33], which then contributes to therapeutic resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitors and chemotherapeutics in IBC cells and tumors [@B4], [@B6], [@B34]. Furthermore, recent work from their laboratory has demonstrated expression of XIAP and NFkB in IBC patient samples and tumor emboli, revealing a new druggable pathway for IBC therapy (Arora, 2017 in press *Oncotarget* online doi: 10.18632/oncotarget.15667).

Dr. Balamurugan *et al.* made a compelling case for the similarity between IBC features and activity of the transcription factor C/EBPδ. For example, C/EBPδ promotes hypoxia adaption, lymphangiogenesis, and pro-inflammatory signaling pathways as well as expression of VEGF and CXCR4 [@B35]. Indeed, C/EBPδ was found to be expressed in IBC cell lines (SUM190, KPL4, SUM149, and MDA-IBC3 when cultured as emboli) and further induced in emboli cultures. Convincing staining in patient emboli was shown as well. Silencing of C/EBPδ in SUM149 or IBC3 cells reduced the expression of key inflammation and stemness genes, and inhibited cell invasion and emboli formation in culture. Importantly, treatment with clinically relevant HDAC inhibitors such as LBH589, MS275, SAHA, and curcumin inhibited C/EBPδ expression and emboli formation and attenuated SUM149 tumor growth in mice.

Dr. Lewis-Wambi highlighted published work by Dr. Bertucci *et al.* demonstrating the increased expression of inflammatory pathways in IBC including INFα, INFγ, and TNFα [@B36]. These signals can converge on signaling through Interferon induced-transmembrane protein - 1 (IFITM1), a protein with an unknown role in IBC. It is over-expressed in SUM149 but not SUM190 or IBC3 cells [@B37]. Ogony *et al.* demonstrated IFITM1 knockdown reduces the aggressiveness of IBC cells and that STAT2 is a critical regulator. In the MIND model *in vivo*, knockdown of IFITM1 inhibits tumor growth. Consistent with the body of work showing the role of JAK/STAT inhibition, IFITM1 is blocked by Ruxolitinib and modest effect on SUM149 cells with this drug was again demonstrated. Provocatively, IFITM1 is overexpressed in IBC and TNBC tumors, but notable mostly from AA patients. It was pointed out the SUM149 cells are from an AA IBC patient and this may explain the dramatic difference in these cells.

Dr. Wang re-capped the well-demonstrated role of EGFR in IBC noting it is highly expressed in 30% of patients and correlated to worse overall survival [@B38]. In IBC cell lines, knockdown inhibits the stem-like population using multiple surrogate assays of stemness and demonstrates an interesting correlation with COX2 expression. COX2 expression in IBC patients is also correlated with worse outcome and she demonstrated that EGFR targets stemness via a COX2-mediated mechanism. Like previously reported EGFR inhibition [@B39], COX2 inhibition also reversed EMT features of *in vivo* IBC tumors. Interestingly, COX-2 functions through a previously unreported and potentially targetable connection to Nodal. These targets will be explored in an accruing EGFR targeted clinical trial discussed below.

Epidemiology of IBC
-------------------

Dr. El-Zein presented a summary of the epidemiologic profiles associated with the development of IBC among different ethnicities and proposed scenarios that were not ethnically exclusive but seemed to be ethnically predominant. Among the African American (AA) patients, younger age at first pregnancy and multiparity were significantly presented. Breastfeeding was over-represented in Caucasians and the duration between the age at menarche and age at first pregnancy was significantly longer among the Caucasians patients. In case of the AA patients, the younger age at first pregnancy together with shorter reproductive/childbearing period and the lack of breastfeeding, generate a cancer prone microenvironment in the breasts. Lack of breastfeeding leads to accumulation of the pro-inflammatory microenvironment and with consequent pregnancies, further enrichment of the tumorigenic microenvironment and hormonal induced cell proliferation and clonal expansion occurs [@B40]. The scenario seems to be different for Caucasians, where a longer period between age at menarche and age at first child birth leads to breast tissue aging, with accumulation of molecular damage due to high susceptibility of undifferentiated breast tissues to carcinogens [@B41]. During pregnancy, hormonal induction of cell proliferation, which in the presence of existing molecular damage, leads to clonal expansion and tumorigenesis [@B40]. Therefore, there may be several modifiable lifestyle and reproductive factors among AA and Caucasians that could be the subject of targeted preventive efforts.

Trials from Pre-clinical IBC studies
------------------------------------

Dr. Ueno\'s group presented high PCR rates among triple negative IBC patients in a phase II study of Panitumumab, Nab-paclitaxel, Carboplatin followed by FEC q3w x 4 pre-operatively. Including RCB1 patients who have been shown to have similar outcome to pCR, 67% of patients achieved excellent response. Dr. Ueno has previously shown that EGFR targeted therapy reverses EMT in IBC and presented that EGFR can mediate the crosstalk between IBC tumor cells and macrophages [@B42]. A randomized trial is accruing comparing Panitumumab, Paclitaxel, Carboplatin followed by AC q3w x 4 pre-operatively.

Dr. Overmoyer presented the pre-clinical work from the Dana Farber Cancer Institute that led to TBCRC 039, an Incyte sponsored trial of pre-operative Ruxolitinib +/- paclitaxel in a 7 day run in follow by paclitaxel alone (N = 16) versus Ruxolitinib and paclitaxel (N = 48), all followed by ddAC x r, MRM, and PMRT. A current clinical trial related to the pre-clinical work discussed above targets expression of angiogenesis and EMT-related genes (NCT02623972), and an anti-HER2 preoperative study is soon to achieve accrual goals, and limits toxic chemotherapy while optimizing HER2-directed treatment (NCT01796197).

Dr. Cristofanilli presented the developing clinical trial QUILT-IBC combining three novel immune-agents. ALT-803 is an IL15 super-agonist that potently activates NK cells, T cell, and facilitated memory. Nivolumab is a PD-1 inhibitor thought to release the brakes on the immune cells that are suppressed by the tumor [@B43]. Activated natural killer cells (aNK) are modified cells that have had the inhibitory aspects of the NK cell targeted to create a permanently "on" NK cell. These have been tested in 40 patients to date with metastatic breast cancers. Combining all three, aNK cells are expected to compensate for reduced frequency and impaired function of endogenous NK cells, ALT-803 is expected to improve NK cell number and facilitate T cell immunity and memory, and Nivolumab is expected to release the brakes on the adaptive immune system to enhance T cell function in the microenvironment and restore NK function. In the trial design still under development, aNK and ALT-803 with chemotherapy would be given as an induction phase, followed by consolidation with all three novel drugs and Nab-paclitaxel. Subsequent continuation is dependent on response after 8 weeks of consolidation.

Conclusion
==========

Global efforts from dedicated and committed physicians, scientists, patient advocates, and health care providers working together and sharing intellectual and material resources are aligned to achieve one common goal: improve survival and find cures for patients with IBC. Significant progress has been made towards achieving that goal. For instance, after the refinement of multimodality clinical management of IBC, the 5-year overall survival has significantly increased to up to 62% from a very low (\< 5%) historical survival rate. However, IBC still remains the most lethal entity of breast cancer, with a very poor prognosis (i.e. higher incidence of micrometastatic disease) compared to locally advanced non-IBC.

Dr. Bertucci\'s results showing that same gene expression signatures equally predict pCR in both IBC and non-IBC are particularly intriguing, especially in the context of the recent WGS studies by Dr. Pusztai\'s group, results of which, conclude that there is no single genomic abnormality that was shared by all IBC cases that could define the disease in genomic terms. These significant molecular profiling studies encourage to explore a potential role for non-genetic heterogeneity playing a key role in IBC progression. Recent studies have highlighted the role of non-genetic heterogeneity in driving aggressive behavior in melanoma from a rare population of drug resistant cells, and in EGFR inhibitor-resistant lung cancers via genetic evolution of EGFR^T790M^-negative pre-existing drug-tolerant cells [@B44], [@B45]. A similar non-genetic mechanism is suggested to be at play in a rare population of IBC cells displaying a hybrid epithelial and mesenchymal phenotype (hybrid E/M phenotype) with expression of epithelial markers (E-cadherin) and mesenchymal characteristics of high invasion and migration.[@B46] The dual nature of hybrid E/M IBC cells would allow them to strongly adhere to each other while at same time migrate collectively to form higher number of clusters of circulating tumor cells (CTCs). Relative to single CTCs, cancer cells within cluster CTCs have synergistic ability to form metastasis and are more resistant to apoptosis in metastatic sites in mice.[@B47] Clinically, breast cancer patients with high circulating cluster CTCs have a poor overall and progression-free survival compared to those with single CTCs.[@B47] Higher number of circulating cluster CTCs in IBC patients, relative to non-IBC, have been associated with survival, possible due to treatment resistance.[@B48], [@B49] More studies comparing single vs cluster CTCs in IBC patients and their correlation with clinical hallmarks of IBC diagnosis and treatment prognosis are encouraged and needed.

Despite low availability of tissue samples, several elegant and often independent molecular profiling studies have shed light on IBC-specific alterations at the RNA and DNA level related to druggable oncogenic pathways such as those of mTOR/PI3K, MYC, VEGF, JAK/STAT, and EGFR among others. Interestingly, at the same time, these studies across multiple labs and approaches have suggested a key role for the tumor microenvironment in the etiology and/or aggressive nature of IBC. In this regard, IBC tumors appear to be enriched in M2-macrophage signature and stromal MSCs that home to the tumor from the bone marrow and can promote clinical hallmarks and metastasis of IBC. It was recognized that a deeper understanding of the non-genomic alterations in IBC tumors, such as proteomic, metabolomic, epigenetic, immunologic, and tumor micro-environment studies are urgently needed to better understand IBC and support the development of novel treatment strategies that will complement the current standard of care for IBC patients. A summary of the state of the art as presented at the conference is depicted in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Importantly, multiple clinical trials from this and other work on IBC specific biology are now ongoing or promising to emerge in the future.
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